Commercial Access
and Security
Solutions

安保及门控领域
The
Trusted Industry
可信赖的行业领导者
Leader

dormakaba

Drive Sustainability of Commercial
Market
Focus on intelligence and intergration
dormakaba provides
products, solutions
and services for
secure access to
buildings and rooms
– now all from a
single source.
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September 2015, DORMA and Kaba become
dormakaba, one of the top three companies
in the global market for security and access
solutions. Millions of products and solutions
are installed worldwide.
dormakaba is there for you throughout every
phase of your building project – from the
initial consultation to the last door handle,
including consulting, planning, realizing,
operation and maintaining. Meanwhile,
dormakaba can provide you a broad product
portfolio, solutions and services from a
single trusted source. With around 15,000
employees and partners, we are there at your
side in over 130 countries, which means that
you can profit from our innovative products,
solutions and services wherever you are.
Today, dormakaba has excellent performance
in four vertical markets, namely lodging,
commercial, residential and industrial
markets. For the commercial market,
dormakaba can satisfy individual needs of

different kinds of buildings and provide them
with systematic solutions.
Based on the continuously innovative
technology, high quality of products, sales
support, accurate comprehension of
customer needs and integral analysis of
markets, dormakaba can provide you with
customized security and access solutions
full of design and architectural inspiration,
no matter in offices, shopping centers, retail
shops, sporting venues, airports, hospitals,
theaters, schools or banks.
Meanwhile, dormakaba pays special
attention to realize the sustainability of
buildings by providing an efficient and energy
saving configuration, advocates the way of
intelligence and integration and creates a
complete system with organic combination
of standardized and personized needs, which
provides the assistance to upgrade security
and access management in the commercial
market.

Commercial Access and Security Solutions

From Prestigious to Protection
An integrated solution

Offices and Corporate P4-5
Entrance, Atmosphere

Shopping and Retail P6-7
Representation, Barrier-free

Sports and Entertainment P8-9
Functionality, Safety

Airport P10-11
Safety, Management

Health Care P12-13
Barrier-free Construction, Reliability

Public P14-15
Design, Aesthetics

Education P16-17
Practicability

Exhibition and ConferenceP18-19
Representation, Functionality

Financial Bank P20-21
Safety, Reliability

GAI Consulting Services P22
Consulting, Service

Project Collection P23
Case, Sharing
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From Characteristic
to Cozy Convenience

Automatic access with thermal
insulation for office buildings
Systematic access design plays a particularly important role in
office buildings, which needs the organic combination of appearance
design and functional convenience, since a functional and aesthetic
entrance can significantly improve the style and position of the
building. dormakaba can realize the conciseness and satisfaction of
entrance design and create barrier-free access to offer maximum
user convenience. A complete solution from mechanical to electronic
access solutions can be provided through the organic combination of
advanced technology, perfect design and architectural style.

Atrium series revolving door
integrates transparent and
elegant appearance with the
secure and reliable access
function. It can create a lowcarbon and comfortable hall
environment.
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1

2

4

Representative entrance solution
in an “airlock” arrangement (with
thermal insulation advantages)
achieved with the following
system components:

1 ED 100 and ED 250 modular

2
3
4

4

automatic swing door
operator for single and
double doors
IRS Sensor
Merkur detector
9377 pull handles or OGRO
lever handles
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From Openness to Attractiveness

Integrated, EASY OPEN technology for office spaces
The combination of stainless steel and
glass conveys spatial expansiveness
in office architecture. Invariably, the
objective is to communicate these values
externally and then to see them replicated
in the building interior. dormakaba
integrates architectural hardware and
systems, enabling the building to speak
in a homogeneous language of form
and bringing more comfortability and
convenience to the office space.
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1 BTS floor spring on all-glass
2
3

door
Glass hinges
Pull handle
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1

1 TS 93 manual overhead door

closer for single and double doors,
narrow-stile and timber, with EASY
OPEN technology

1

2

2 PHA 2500 panic exit devices
3 OGRO 8906 lever handles

3

for narrow-stile and timber doors

4

5
4 Locks and cylinders
5 Hinges for narrow-stile and timber
doors
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From Elbow Room to
Traffic Management
Generous entrance systems for
shopping malls
In order to manage heavy visitor flows, shopping malls
require entrance solutions of high functional efficiency.
They also need to meet specific aesthetic demands.
dormakaba offers an all-encompassing system
portfolio for such applications – so that each visitor
can enjoy their retail experience in a generous, spacious
ambience.

As well as having the looks,
dormakaba revolving doors are
well suited to handling heavy
throughputs of people. They
provide a generous entrée that
– thanks to the airlock effect
– is also thermally insulating,
sound-inhibiting and safety- and
security-enhancing.
With a wide range of options,
accessories, materials, surface
finishes and glazing types
available, they can also be
individually customized. And with
a showcase core, they can even
serve as advertising media.

For ground-level access points in the interior,
floor springs with their puristic elegance are
often the solution of choice – integrated for
virtual invisibility below either single or double
all-glass doors.

Puristic elegance
BTS 80 springs for single and double doors
without any visible functional components.

Design elements
Various surface finishes in stainless steel and
brass.
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From Freely Selectable to Freedom
of Movement
Barrier-free access solutions for shopping malls
With their wide-ranging facilities all in one
location – cafés, restaurants, department
and specialist stores – modern shopping
malls attract thousands of visitors every
day. Installing glass door on each floor can

improve shopping experience of customers.
dormakaba can provide shopping center
with system solution such as automatic
sliding doors featuring dormakaba’s ES200
operator.

1
2

2
1

Automatic ES
200 sliding door
operator
With Prosecure
Opti Combi Escape
sensor on the
inside
The OGRO 8870
lever handle with
Contur design

OGRO lever handles with Braille for
improved tactile orientation and spatial
awareness: The 8870 model comes with
cubist design and Braille imprint for use in
public buildings, offering enhanced safety
and security for people with impaired sight.

1

Public space should also take full
account of the access requirements
of barrier-free facilities. For retail
areas, rest rooms and occasionally
used emergency exits and barrierfree entrance of escape routes, a
system with flexible configuration
can respond to access requirements
and challenges more effectively.

1 CS 80 MAGNEO Sliding Door
Operator
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From Euphoric to Safe and Sound

Multifunctional door systems for spectator safety and
arena convenience
When, at those national and international
sporting events, the grandstands begin
to boil. dormakaba closer systems and
automatic doorsets complement and
complete the stadium’s facilities. In
addition, with dormakaba, the solution
is always all-embracing – with hard- and
software for entrances and exits, access
control systems and emergency exits
reliably operating hand in hand, which
ensure the spectator safety.

Steerable and easy to operate
As partner for modern sport
venues around the world,
dormakaba solutions offer
impressive performance in
the fields of door control,
automatics, safety and security,
and glass construction hardware.
Hence we regard ourselves as a
system partner for holistic access
solutions at all levels of stadium
construction – from planning
through to realization, from
door closers with EASY OPEN
technology and smoke detectors
to automatic sliding doorsets.
Individually designed for each
project.

1 PHB 3000 pushbar-type

2
1

panic exit device for narrowstile and timber doors,
featuring the typical end caps
in the elegant dormakaba
design. For single, double or
multi-point locks. Tested and
certified to EN 1125
PHA 2500 crossbar-type
panic exit device for narrowstile and timber doors

2

Kaba tripod barriers can be used
in the main entry of stadium and
provide a stable, fast and simple
solutions for ticket inspection and
access authorization, meeting
the requirements of large
passenger flow management in a
short time.
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From Perfect View to Enhanced
Individuality

Intelligent glass sliding horizontal wall systems for
the VIP boxes of major arenas
Nowadays, VIP boxes are an important part of
a stadium, offering a particularly pleasant and
individually tailored arena experience. Often,
they serve to nurture business relationships as a
separate area in which the visitor is able to enjoy

the live atmosphere to the full. Such systems
require technically sophisticated equipment
capable of creating an impressively stylish
ambience. And here, dormakaba is able to
offer proven system competence.

Apart but still in the action
Glass horizontal sliding wall systems from
dormakaba offer the visitor the best possible
view of the event as it unfolds. And each
panel of the system can be individually
configured as a sliding element or as an
integral glass door, enhancing the elegant,
open atmosphere of any high-quality VIP box.
HSW-G glass horizontal sliding walls with
frameless vertical glass edges.
The functions of the individual panels can be
individually configured:
Simple sliding panel
Integrated doors with different types of
door closer
Special panels for certain installation
requirements

The safety system for such applications takes
the form of an integrated software package
enabling control of the access management
system, the video monitoring equipment and
the emergency exit equipment from one user
interface, which superbly suited to arena
protection.
The MATRIX access control solution combines
innovative software with the benefits of
modern safety and security technology
founded on components from the keyless
dormakaba XS electronic hardware system.
MATRIX operates on a browser-based
platform independent of any fixed database.
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From Arrival to Departure

Automatic door and transparent glass door systems
for safe airport operation
The high-quality, enticing atmosphere of
an airport derives from its architecturally
expansive design. The space experienced by
travelers is both fascinating and relaxing. This
intelligent plus in comfort and convenience
in these international hubs is achieved with
access solutions from dormakaba in the form
of all-glass doors.
Automatically safe

3

2

3

1 BST automatic curved sliding door
system of circular design

2 Motion detector outside/ combination
3

4

sensor outside (DIN 18650)
Infrared detector (DIN 18650) for
monitoring the through-passage area;
optional infrared detector for protection
of secondary closing edges
Door management system

1

1

2

1

2

Perfect combination of hardware and
wireless intelligent electronic products, which
applies to unframded glass door access
control. It does not need holder, frame, wiring
and upright when installation
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Our telescopic sliding door
operator offers generous
transparency as well as
ensuring easy access
Merkur detector

The HSW horizontal sliding wall offers a complete solution for more
transparency, flexibility and safety.
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From Ingress to Airside
Automatic door solutions for safe airport operation
In airports, it is essential that foot traffic too
can flow safely, smoothly and conveniently
at all times. This requires access solutions
that are centrally controllable within a

safe, integrated environment. For an
internationally experienced, reliable partner,
you need go no further than dormakaba for
the competence required.

Safe and reliable
Sophisticated door management systems
– centrally operated via a MATRIX access
control system or combined with a sensorbased safety system – enable implementation
of reliable, integrated solutions covering
everything from the door opening function to
the emergency exit.
dormakaba’s TMS door management system
enables virtually all relevant functions to be
effectively and reliably controlled – and from
a central location if necessary.
Suitable for single door control, special
door solutions and multi-door systems (well
over 1,000 individually configurable and
networkable doors).

3

5
1 TMS Soft, optionally combined
with MATRIX access control
software

6

4

2

2 TL door terminal
3 TV200 or TV500 electrical
locking device

4 Accessories:

5
6

BL flashing lamp
AS alarm siren
RMZ smoke detecor
ST key switch
Automatic swing door and
sliding door operators
Pull handles in the MANET
design
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From Welcome to Reliable
Barrier-free door systems for all areas of a hospital
High quality and wide application
A hospital must be ready to respond
at all times. Everything has to function
perfectly, immediately. The full range of
building systems is subjected to enormous
strain, which means that proven, quality
products need to be installed throughout.

Time and time again, dormakaba system
solutions have proven their worth in such
environments. From intelligent door control
to a comprehensive service capability, and
from the entrance through to the highly
sensitive operating theaters, everything is
thoroughly networked and solidly integrated.

1

2

1 Concealed installation for unimpaired
2

For barrier-free project
solutions, including
passive fire protection:

System components:
ITS 96 FL door closer with free-swing
operability, integrated for almost total
invisibility within the door and frame
Suitable for narrow-stile and timber doors
With EASY OPEN technology for effortless
opening
The RMZ smoke detector complements
the ITS 96 FL in passive fire protection
configurations
ITS 96 standard accessories
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elegance: the ITS 96 is installed within
the door and frame
OGRO range of lever handles and door
locks

Alternative products:
ED 100 and ED 250 automatic swing
door operator
ES 200 automatic sliding door operator
TS 93 door closer system with EASY
OPEN technology
PHA 2500 and PHB 3000 panic exit
devices
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From Hasty to Deliberate
Emergency exit systems for hospital channels
Well organized through-passage transit
The ability to move quickly through entrances
and along corridors can save lives. Automatic
swing door operators such as the ED 100 and
ED 250, or the ITS 96 FL door closer system
with free-swing operability, promote rapid,

virtually silent transit through all primary
passageways in a hospital. Complementary
products and system components such as an
RMZ smoke detector or a panic exit device
further ensure maximum safety.

2

1

1 ED 100/250 automatic
3

swing door operator
(electrohydraulic)

2 RMZ smoke detector

4
5
3 Sensors

4 OGRO lever handles/knob
5 Door lock and cylinders
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From Inspired to Integrated
Bespoke access systems for cultural centers
Cultural centers operate as venues for various
kinds of event – from art exhibitions to local
celebrations – often attracting huge numbers
of visitors. To ensure that the pedestrian
traffic can readily come and go, access

Impressive door systems
Intelligent, bespoke all-glass
solutions from dormakaba ensure
safe and reliable access while at
the same time underlining the
creativity of the architectural
backdrop.
BTS floor springs offering puristic
elegance facilitate ingress and
egress, and combined with
a stainless-steel pull handle,
they also help create attractive
integrated solutions for all-glass
doors, blending harmoniously
with the interior ambience.

1

BTS 84 floor spring
system –the epitome
of puristic elegance
concealing efficient
functional
components for allglass door operation

2 TG 9387 pull handle

– for timber, narrowstile and all-glass
doors; also available
as a TG Vario

2
1
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solutions are necessary that both operate
smoothly, and offer the necessary degree of
attractive elegance. With dormakaba, it’s all
part of the system. Representative, holistic
products – tailored to the project.
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From Easy Entry to Safe Exit
Efficient emergency exit systems for
performance venues
With their professional, multifunctional,
and often unique facilities, modern theaters
and concert halls reflect the expectations
of the thousands of visitors that attend
them each night. In addition to creating a

great ambience, special attention is also
given to installing the right door technology
for emergency exits and escape routes.
dormakaba has the intelligent product
solutions for such systems.

High performance
The automatic system solution for a
safe, convenient egress: ED 100 and
ED 250 swing door operators. They
can be configured for different door
situations at the push of a button,
while also combining elegantly
with OGRO lever handles. For
large, sound-insulating doors in the
interior, the ITS 96 integrated door
closer with EASY OPEN technology
is the perfect answer. With it, even
elderly people can open doors of
up to 180 kg without undue effort.
Just two examples of the highperformance access systems from
dormakaba that ensure a smooth
exit, even when things get serious.

1

ITS 96 integrated door closer
with EASY OPEN technology for
representative doors. Installed for
virtual invisibility within the frame
and door.

3
4

2
1 ED 100 and ED 250 – tailored
2
3
4

configurations for a wide range
of door situations
Operable at the push of a
button
OGRO lever handle
Door lock and cylinders
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From Heavy-duty to Future-viable
Reliable products for schools, universities and
academies
Educational facilities suffer a great deal of
wear and tear. So their door systems have
to function reliably, ensuring smooth and
safe traffic flows. As a partner for intelligent
system solutions and comprehensive services

serving such applications, dormakaba
is experienced in supporting architects
and specifiers of schools, universities and
academies in virtually every area of the build.

1

3

2

1
2
3
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Automatic swing door
operator
TMS door management
system
TG Classic pull handle –
developed and designed for
use in heavily frequented
buildings
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From Convenient Access to
Low-carbon Operation
Sustainable designs for campus buildings
Sturdy, durable solutions such as the TS
92 manual door closer system with EASY
OPEN technology, or automatic swing door
operators with the TMS door management
system, have proven highly successful in
educational establishments. They meet the

suitability, reliability and quality requirements
for everything from entrance doors through
to fire-protected emergency exits. The result:
a campus building that remains readily
accessible for everyone over the long term.

1

1

TS 92 manual door closer
The cam-action door closer
for interior doors
With EASY OPEN
technology
The ideal complement to
the TS 93 cam-action door
closer system

2 The TS 92 cam-action door
2

closer can also be used on
all-glass doors with special
fixing bracket (saddle plate)

3

3 KTV revolving door

create a comfortable
building ambience, reduce
wind noise and air direct
convection to achieve
sustainable and energy
saving design of buildings.
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From Effective to impressive
Attractive sliding door systems for exhibition and
conference centers
The significance of exhibition and conference
centers has grown appreciably over the years.
For the cities in which they are located and
the industries they serve, they are important
places for presenting capabilities and

Conveying Flexibility
In Modern city, exhibition center is a
comprehensive building that integrates
great exhibitions as the main body with
relatively independent conference space
and other auxiliary function. Large scale
and crowd flow are its characteristics
, so it is particularly important to give
full play to the flexibility of the building
space. The MOVEO movable wall provides
more intelligent and convenient solutions
for free separation of large space. With
heavy-duty door closers and springs, it
provides reliable and worriless access
solutions for high and heavy doors.

Rapid and efficient
escape route in
emergency and
meanwhile various
solutions adapting
to American and
European standards
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initiating interaction. And the representative
side of architecture also has to play a part
here with intricate structures of glass and
steel and inviting, expansive entrances.
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From Individual to Wholly
Multifunctional
Energy saving access systems for widely varying
venues
Cultural centers need to be flexible and
multifunctional in their approach. They should
also convey an open, transparent, expansive
feel – all achievable with modern, intelligent
access systems from dormakaba and the
various options and possibilities they offer
when it comes to meeting specific project
challenges.

Transparency – with additional benefits
An HSW horizontal sliding wall system can
provide precisely the solution required. The
light, quiet sliding panels can be quickly and
effortlessly moved to the side whenever a larger
space is required. Such sliding glass partitions
can be installed in right-angled, curved,
semicircular and partial-S configurations. Ideally
suited to these systems: the ES 200 sliding
door operator. With a sensor and the TMS door
management system, the client gets a complete,
fully automatic entrance solution – offering
additional benefits such as thermal insulation
between inside and out, and effective wind
protection.

1

2

1 The ES 200 automatic sliding door

2
3

operator is available in the following
models:
Standard – with a powerful drive unit
for high door weights
The ES 200 is also available as a
telescopic operator
The system offers flexible
configuration and easy, quick
expansion/adaptation to individual
requirements.
Sensor
TMS door management system

3
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From Safety to Security
Acess and security solutions for financial banks and
special industries
It is demanding for some high value and
high confidentiality financial institutes to
protect their assets and personal safety,
including bank, insurance company, security
company and even the government and the
army. We provide advanced security, access

products and safe lock systems and offer a
comprehensive and integrated security and
access solution to our customers. It can not
only bring intelligent and efficient access
experience, but also guarantee the safety of
property, documents, facilities and personnel.

Speed gate
It can reduce the burden of
reception staff and enhance the
control of illegal infiltration for
using speed gate in the lobby
area.

Security revolving door
In unattended restricted areas,
security revolving doorscan
provide fast and efficient access
control. A variety of monitoring
technology applications can meet
different security needs.
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From Custody to Insurance
Reliable access management solutions for high
value areas
The rigorous key and cylinder
system can provide convenience
and safety that customers
expect. dormakaba’s high
security key systems can
be customized to meet the
environment requirements of
the strictly controlled authority
area. We offer mechanical
lock, mechatronic lock and the
most complex system design
of dedicated key management
system with the highest secure
level of picking resistant cylinder
to meet your security needs.

Group Master Key

Group Key

Single Key A1

Single Key A2

Group Key

Single Key A3

Single Key B1

Single Key B2

Single Key B3

The combination of machinery and intelligent
electronics: one-button to exit from inside and
compulsory access authority to enter from outside,
which applies to high security places. The property
and data are protected securely while personnel
safety is guaranteed in emergency.
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Professional GAI Consulting Service
Leader

About IAI
The guild of architectural ironmongers (GAI)
extends to overseas through the institute of
architectural ironmongers (IAI), and provides
member with high level of education courses,
technical consulting and support, publications
and contact opportunities. The GAI was founded
in 1961. It is the only professional commercial
institute in Britain that devotes itself to promoting
the benefits of the entire architectural hardware
industry, architectural ironmonger, architectural
hardware product manufacturer and wholesaler.
In addition, it promotes the communication
between members and groups, encourages
industry academic research and generalizes the
professional standards and technical qualification
of the industry and assists in formulating and
optimizing the relevant architectural regulations.
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As a reliable industry leader,
dormakaba always devotes
itself to providing excellent
security and access solutions and
services to achieve architectural
masterpieces. During planning
and implementation, dormakaba
provides a comprehensive
solution from planning and design
(product selection) to technology
implementation (sales and
installation) and then maintenance
service by communicating with all
target groups, including building
developers, general contractors,
architects, engineers and users.
In order to promote industry
development, dormakaba is
innovative to firstly introduce
the GAI (Guild of Architectural
Ironmongers) courses to China,
to create an industry-leading

professional team - 'GAI
Consultant'. We provide customers
with comprehensive professional
hardware consulting services and
make contributions to extend
the construction life and improve
energy efficiency.
No matter in normal conditions or
in emergency, all access systems
of buildings should be reliably
controlled to ensure the safety of
uses’ life and property. However,
this is not all of the professional
access solution. The aesthetics,
mobility, safety, comfort, and
application sustainability of the
building access design should be
the research contents of access
solutions and services, which
can be realized only through
the professional GAI consulting
services.
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01
Shanghai Tower
Architectural design:
Gensler Architects
Photo source:
Blackstation
Solutions: entrance
system, architectural
hardware, EAC access
control, intelligent
channel products

01
02
Galaxy SOHO
Architectural design: Zaha Hadid Architects
Photo source: Hufton + Crow
Solutions: entrance system, architectural
hardware, interior Glass Products

Successful Cases
02
03
The Shard
04
1 World Trade Center
05
CMA CGM Tower

03

04

05
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Shanghai Branch
T: (021)53850022
F: (021)53850885
Guangzhou Branch
T: (020)62321883
F (020)62321886

www.dormakaba.com

Beijing Branch
T: (010)65615022
F: (010)65614880

